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Motivation: Although full-text articles are provided by the publishers in electronic formats, it remains a
challenge to ﬁnd related work beyond the title and abstract context. Identifying related articles based on
their abstract is indeed a good starting point; this process is straightforward and does not consume as
many resources as full-text based similarity would require. However, further analyses may require
in-depth understanding of the full content. Two articles with highly related abstracts can be substantially
different regarding the full content. How similarity differs when considering title-and-abstract versus
full-text and which semantic similarity metric provides better results when dealing with full-text articles
are the main issues addressed in this manuscript.
Methods: We have benchmarked three similarity metrics – BM25, PMRA, and Cosine, in order to deter-
mine which one performs best when using concept-based annotations on full-text documents. We also
evaluated variations in similarity values based on title-and-abstract against those relying on full-text.
Our test dataset comprises the Genomics track article collection from the 2005 Text Retrieval
Conference. Initially, we used an entity recognition software to semantically annotate titles and abstracts
as well as full-text with concepts deﬁned in the Uniﬁed Medical Language System (UMLS). For each arti-
cle, we created a document proﬁle, i.e., a set of identiﬁed concepts, term frequency, and inverse document
frequency; we then applied various similarity metrics to those document proﬁles. We considered corre-
lation, precision, recall, and F1 in order to determine which similarity metric performs best with
concept-based annotations. For those full-text articles available in PubMed Central Open Access
(PMC-OA), we also performed dispersion analyses in order to understand how similarity varies when
considering full-text articles.
Results: We have found that the PubMed Related Articles similarity metric is the most suitable for
full-text articles annotated with UMLS concepts. For similarity values above 0.8, all metrics exhibited
an F1 around 0.2 and a recall around 0.1; BM25 showed the highest precision close to 1; in all cases
the concept-based metrics performed better than the word-stem-based one. Our experiments show that
similarity values vary when considering only title-and-abstract versus full-text similarity. Therefore,
analyses based on full-text become useful when a given research requires going beyond title and abstract,
particularly regarding connectivity across articles.
Availability: Visualization available at ljgarcia.github.io/semsim.benchmark/, data available at http://
dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.13323.
 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The scientiﬁc literature is nowadays distributed in electronic
form; publishers make PDF and HTML versions available over the
web. Although an improvement over previous channels ofdistribution, the knowledge remains embedded in unstructured
natural language text surrounded by meta-data information.
Searching within collections of documents largely remains a
keyword-based experience [1]. In Life Sciences, advanced queries
against the PubMed repository often rely on the use of Boolean
operators; however, the lack of support for queries based on
semantic annotations limits the retrieval results that can be
obtained [1]. Unlike Web documents, for which there is an explicit
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arrangement [2]; this makes it difﬁcult to use Web search tech-
nologies based on link analysis. Search and retrieval should move
from ﬁnding documents to ﬁnding relationships, facts, and action-
able intelligence [3]; all this remains difﬁcult as the core informa-
tion contained in scientiﬁc publications is encoded in natural
language within monolithic documents. Scientiﬁc papers are natu-
rally related to each other in ways beyond sharing authors or bibli-
ographic references; concept-based relations are also important
when establishing the associations across collections of documents.
However, such relations are usually hidden for practical purposes.
Co-citation analysis is a measure of the relatedness across doc-
uments; if at least one other document cites two documents in
common, these documents are said to be co-cited. The more
co-citations two documents receive, the higher their co-citation
strength, and the more likely they are related [4,5]. However,
co-citation analysis does not provide enough information regard-
ing the concept-based connectivity tissue between articles.
Despite the existence and wide usage of standardized public
resources such as Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) [6], the
Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms
(SNOMED) [7], and the Uniﬁed Medical Language System (UMLS)
[8], concept-based connectivity across scientiﬁc publications in
the biomedical domain is still underexploited. We argue that the
concept-based connectivity tissue could be revealed by analyzing
the semantics of the articles; for instance, by using semantic anno-
tations and similarity metrics. Semantic similarity is a measure
used to estimate the likeness between documents or terms based
on their meaning, i.e., semantic, rather than their syntactic [9].
When applied to documents, the similarity can be estimated by
measuring the distance between the relevant concepts contained
in both articles; such an approach, using word stems or complete
words rather than concepts, has been reported in the literature
[10,11]. Relevancy usually takes into account the occurrence in
the collection as well as the frequency in the analyzed documents.
Semantic similarity plays an important role in a variety of text pro-
cessing tasks [12], including document classiﬁcation [13–16],
information extraction [17], and information retrieval [18,19].
Our investigation focuses on semantic similarity across full-text
articles. We are interested in ﬁnding out which similarity metric
should be used with UMLS annotations on full-text documents;
we are also interested in the differences between title-and-
abstract versus full-text based similarity approaches. Here we pre-
sent a systematic analysis on different similarity metrics based on
word stems and concepts identiﬁed in title and abstract, as well as
concepts identiﬁed in the full-text. Particularly, we consider the
PubMed Related Articles metric (PMRA) [11], BM25 [20–22], and
Cosine Similarity [23,24]. The method we follow considers a
well-known collection of articles manually grouped according to
relevance judgments; such a collection is used with a base line to
assess how similarity metrics are capturing relations across articles
that are, in principle, relevant to each other. We have performed
experiments using the test collection from the Text Retrieval
Conference 2005 (TREC-05) Genomics Track [25]. Our experiments
aim to determine which similarity metric works best with our
annotations in terms of correlation, precision, and recall regarding
a baseline. Such baseline consists of a similarity matrix generated
by applying the PubMed Related Articles algorithm on word
stems (PMRA-stems) extracted from titles and abstracts [11].
Furthermore, we explore variations on title-and-abstract similarity
versus full-text. Our results indicate that similarities based on
annotations covering solely concepts identiﬁed in title and abstract
differ from those covering the full-text; thus, in-depth similarity
analyses may beneﬁt from full-text annotations.
This article is organized as follows: in Section 2, we introduce
our test dataset, an overview of our method, and some deﬁnitions.Then we provide a detailed explanation of the different tasks car-
ried on as part of our method. In Section 3, we present our ﬁndings,
including a comparison between title-and-abstract based similari-
ties against full-text based ones. We then discuss related work as
well as our ﬁndings, particularly the best performing algorithm
for UMLS-based annotations. We ﬁnish with conclusions and
future work. Three appendixes providing additional information
related to materials and results are included at the end of the
article.2. Materials and methods
Similarity between two articles (c, d) is deﬁned as the probabil-
ity of being interested in article C given a known interest in article
D. Such probability is calculated based on the terms identiﬁed in
article D as well as those present in article C [11]. A term is either
a single word like ‘‘phosphorylation’’ or several words associated
with a single idea like ‘‘adenosine triphosphate (ATP)’’. As similar-
ity metrics, we used PMRA [11], BM25 [20–22], and Cosine similar-
ity [23,24]. Other well-known similarity metrics such as Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA) [26] and Topic Modeling [27] have not
been considered. LSA heavily relies on singular value decomposi-
tion (SVD), a computationally intensive algorithm. SVD is still dif-
ﬁcult to update as new documents appear, although new and more
efﬁcient algorithms have appeared since the ﬁrst implementation
of SVD. Different from PMRA and BM25, LSA relies on a Gaussian
distribution. The topic modeling approach describes a collection
as a list of topics and assigns a small number of these topics to each
article within the collection. The topic modeling could be consid-
ered a probabilistic version of LSA [10].
PMRA is a ranking measure used to calculate the ‘‘Related arti-
cles’’ in the PubMed interface; it is usually accepted as a de facto
standard as it has been selected by the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) for PubMed. Similar to PMRA, BM25 is also a
Poisson-based model; it is used for ranking matching documents
according to their relevance regarding a given query. In our case,
such a query corresponds to the article for which an interest has
been already expressed. The Cosine Similarity corresponds to the
inner product space that measures the Cosine angle between two
vectors; for the case of document similarity, such vectors comprise
the relevant terms in the document. We calculated the similarity
for each article (from article 1 to article 4240) against all other arti-
cles as well as itself, disregarding the topic they belong to. In such a
way, we obtained similarity square matrixes of 4240  4240 where
each row represents an article A while cells contain the similarity
between all other articles and article A. As similarity matrixes
depend on the terms contained in the documents, in order to
obtain such a matrix, it is ﬁrst necessary to proﬁle all the partici-
pating documents. A document proﬁle is a vector with all the rel-
evant terms identiﬁed in the article with their term frequency tf
and inverse document frequency idf; depending on the approach,
terms can be identiﬁed solely in title and abstract or in the
full-text. As tf, we use the raw frequency of a term in a document,
i.e., the number of times that such a term occurs in the proﬁled
document.
PubMed Central (PMC) [28] is a free full-text digital repository
of biomedical literature provided by the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI); currently, it includes more than
1600 journals and 2.9 million articles. PMC-OA consists of a subset
of PMC where articles are still protected by copyright but are also
available under the Creative Commons license; i.e., a more liberal
redistribution is allowed, which makes the collection ideal for
text-mining purposes. UMLS [8] is a collection of multiple
controlled vocabularies in the biomedical domain; its meta-
thesaurus (version 2012AA) covers more than 2.5 million concepts
Fig. 2. Generation of our baseline similarity matrix.
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Headings, NCI Thesaurus, and some others. Both PMC-OA and
UMLS are within the most comprehensive knowledge resources
in the biomedical domain; therefore, we have narrowed our
research question to publications available in PMC-OA and con-
cepts comprised in the 2012AA UMLS release.
2.1. Materials
We used the test collection provided by TREC-05 Genomics
Track, which comprises a ten-year subset of MEDLINE. This test
collection includes 34,633 unique PubMed identiﬁers (PMID)
grouped in 50 topics corresponding to different information needs.
For each PMID within a particular topic, human assessors, i.e.,
domain experts, assigned a relevance judgment depending on
whether the PMID was not relevant, partially relevant, or relevant
for the topic, i.e., information need. 4584 PMIDs corresponding to
4232 unique articles were categorized as relevant or partially rel-
evant; a summary of all the topics can be found in Appendix A.
We used the NCBI’s Entrez Programming Utilities (e-Utils) web ser-
vices [29] to retrieve title and abstract for those 4232 PMIDs
judged to be relevant or partially relevant. e-Utils are a set of
web services providing programmatic access to databases hosted
by NCBI, particularly PubMed and PMC. Our title-and-abstract test
dataset comprises those articles for which the retrieval was suc-
cessful, i.e., 4240 articles, and their corresponding topics.
Additionally, we selected articles from the initial test dataset for
which there is an entry in PMC-OA; i.e., full-text is freely available.
From the 4240 articles, 94 can be mapped to a PMC identiﬁer;
however, only for 62 of them it was actually possible to retrieve
the full-text using NCBI’s e-Utils web services. Those 62 articles
correspond to our full-text test dataset. In Fig. 1 we present a
graphical summary of the process followed in order to build our
test datasets, i.e., title-and-abstract test dataset and full-text test
dataset.
2.2. Methods
Our workﬂow can be summarized in the following main tasks; a
detailed explanation is provided in this subsection:
 Baseline generation using PMRA-stems algorithm, including
word stem extraction, and stem-based document proﬁling.
 Annotation-based similarity matrixes generation using PMRA,
BM25 and Cosine algorithms, also including annotation, and
annotation-based document proﬁling.
 Full-text annotation-based similarity matrixes.Fig. 1. Materials processing in order to build our test Correlation, precision, recall, F1 score, and scattered plot
analyses.
2.2.1. Baseline similarity matrix
Our baseline consists of a similarity matrix obtained by apply-
ing the PMRA-stems algorithm on all PMIDs in our test dataset,
see Fig. 2. In order to build our test dataset, we initially retrieved
the TREC-05 collection, particularly relevant and partially relevant
documents per topic. Then, we retrieved the title and abstract for
those documents, which were later used to generate document
proﬁles based on word stems. A word stem is that part left after
taking off the ending, for instance the stem ‘‘pigment’’ covers
words such as ‘‘pigmented’’, ‘‘pigment’’, ‘‘pigmentations’’, and ‘‘pig-
mentation’’. For PMRA-stems, a relevant term included in a docu-
ment proﬁle consists of a stem present in title or abstract. In
order to obtain stems from our test collection, we used the
Porter’s algorithm [22] as provided by the author (http://tartarus.
org/martin/PorterStemmer/java.txt). The tf for each stem within a
document was also calculated. Once all stems were processed,
we proceeded to calculate the idf. Similar to the pre-calculated
related citations offered in PubMed [30], stems found in titles were
accounted for twice, while stems found in the abstract were
accounted for once. Different from the algorithm used in PubMed
[30] but similar to the initial evaluation of such an algorithm
[11], we did not consider MeSH terms for our baseline deﬁnition.
Proﬁle documents obtained from stems in title and abstract
were used to generate our baseline similarity matrix. The
PMRA-stems formula used is the one reported by [11] and pre-
sented in Eq. (1). Similarity values were normalized row by row,datasets for title-and-abstract as well as full-text.
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to the similarity for article(row) X article(row); i.e., 1 is totally sim-
ilar while 0 is totally dissimilar. We use the optimal values found in
[11] for the PMRA constants, i.e., l = 0.013 and k = 0.022. PMRA
also considers the length of the document in words, represented
by l(a) in Eq. (1); tf(t,a) corresponds to the term frequency of the
term – stem, t in the document a, while idf(t) corresponds to the
inverse document frequency for the term t in our corpus, i.e., test
collection.
pmra sim c;dð Þ ¼
XN
t¼1
w t; cð Þ wðt; dÞ
w t; að Þ ¼ 1þ ðlkÞ
tf ðt;aÞ1  e lkð ÞlðaÞ
 1

ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
idf tð Þ
p
ð1ÞFig. 4. Correlation and precision and recall analyses process. The star is used to
indicate a ﬁnal result from our method.2.2.2. Similarity metrics based on annotations over title and abstract
Using the same input as that of the baseline, we semantically
annotated title and abstract for all articles in our test dataset; see
Fig. 3. A semantic annotation consists of a term associated with a
concept coined in a controlled vocabulary. We performed the
semantic annotation with the Concept Mapping Annotator (CMA)
[31]. CMA aims to automatically identify biological entities by
associating expressions in the text with entries in a given con-
trolled vocabulary, i.e., lexicon. For this work, CMA was conﬁgured
to deal with the UMLS Meta-Thesaurus (2012AA release). More
speciﬁcally, a lexicon was extracted from the MRCONSO ﬁle by
cleaning the Meta-thesaurus entries and by rejecting those not
appearing in PMC-OA. Additionally, we enriched this lexicon with
words that appear in the concept deﬁnitions but have no entry in
the Meta-thesaurus, i.e., they do not have any Concept Unique
Identiﬁer (CUI) associated. For each of these words, a CUI was auto-
matically generated, and the most likely semantic type according
to its occurrences within UMLS was assigned. We refer to these
added concepts as UMLS-derived concepts. The total number of
entries in this lexicon is around 2,037,998, fromwhich 97,286 were
new concepts.
Same as MetaMap [32], CMA assigns a score to each annotation
related to the similarity between the lexicon associated with each
concept and the chunk of text where the annotation occurs. In this
way, it is possible to select a threshold to specify the minimum
level of conﬁdence of the generated annotations. In our case, we
used a low setting in order to induce high recall. CMA also provides
tf and idf statistics of the annotations. We used these annotations
to proﬁle the documents in our test dataset. As in the stems case,
terms in the title were accounted for twice while terms in the
abstract were accounted for once.Fig. 3. Annotation-based similarity matrixUsing the document proﬁles as input, we generated the similar-
ity matrix for three algorithms: PMRA-annotations, BM25 – see Eq.
(2), and Cosine – see Eq. (3). We use the sufﬁxes ‘‘stems’’ and ‘‘an-
notations’’ in order to distinguish whether stems or annotations
were used to identify terms when using PMRA; for BM25 and
Cosine only annotations were used. For BM25, we used values from
1.2 to 2.0 for the constant k, and values 0.75 and 1.0 for constant b.
In Eq. (2) l(c) refers to the length in words of the document c, while
avgl is the average document length in our corpus. As we did for
the baseline, all similarity values were normalized to values
between [0,1]. We obtained in this way one similarity matrix for
PMRA-annotations, eighteen for BM25, and one more for Cosine.
bm25 simðc; dÞ ¼
XN
t¼1
idf tð Þ
 tf t; cð Þ  ðkþ 1Þ
tf t; cð Þ þ kð1 bþ b lðcÞ=avglÞ ð2Þ
cosine simðc;dÞ ¼ cos Hð Þ ¼ c  d
cj jj j  dj jj j
cosine simðc;dÞ ¼
PN
t¼1tf ðt; cÞidf ðtÞ  tf ðt;dÞidf ðtÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃPN
t¼1
q
tf ðt; cÞ  idf ðtÞ2 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃPN
t¼1tf ðt;dÞidf ðtÞ2
q
ð3Þ
In order to select the best performing algorithm based on UMLS
semantic annotations, we performed a correlation analysis for
every annotation-based similarity matrix against our baseline as
well as a precision and recall analysis for all similarity matrixes;
see Fig. 4. We used the Pearson correlation algorithm, a measure
of linear correlation that assigns values between [1, 1] where
1 represents a total negative correlation, 0 represents noes generation using title and abstract.
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correlation between variable x and y indicates that while x values
increase, y values decrease; a positive correlation indicates that x
values increase as y values increase. We calculated correlations
for the whole corpus as well as correlations depending on the
topic.
We also performed analyses based on precision and recall for all
similarity matrixes, including our baseline. In order to assess the
precision and recall, we used the topics from the TREC-2005 arti-
cles to deﬁne a gold standard. Articles belonging to a topic and cat-
egorized as relevant or partially relevant in TREC-2005 were
considered as the relevant documents set for precision and recall
metrics. We ﬁrst separated the articles according to the topics for
which they were categorized as relevant or partially relevant in
TREC2005. Therefore, for a topic with T articles, we had similarity
matrixes of T X 4240; only T of the 4240 articles were known to
be relevant or partially relevant in TREC-2005. From our gold stan-
dard with respect to precision and recall, it follows that precisely
those T articles should have been scored with the highest values
of similarity. Any article in our test dataset not belonging to a
particular topic should have been scored with a low similarity
metric.
For each article in a topic, we calculated the precision for the
highest ﬁve similarity values, then the highest ﬁfteen, then the
highest twenty-ﬁfth, and so on until reaching the number of arti-
cles in the topic; such precision is referred to as P@N – see Eq.
(4), with N between [5, T]. P@N for a particular topic and a partic-
ular similarity metric is the mean for all its articles. For the corpus,
we only analyzed P@5, which was calculated as the mean of the
topic means.
P@N ¼ j relevant documentsf g \ fretrieved documentsgj
N
ð4Þ
Additionally, we carried on analyses for precision – see Eq. (5),
recall – see Eq. (6), and F1 score – see Eq. (7), for different thresh-
olds, i.e., similarity values between [0.1,0.9] with incremental steps
of 0.1. Precision measure corresponds to the portion of retrieved
articles indeed relevant or partially relevant while recall corre-
sponds to the portion of the relevant instances – or partially rele-
vant in our case, that are retrieved. F1 score combines precision
and recall providing a weighted average of them; the best scores
are closer to 1 while the worst scores are closer to 0. In the equa-
tions, the variable th refers to the similarity threshold above which
documents are retrieved. Similar to P@N, we also separated the arti-
cles according to the topics they belong to; precision, recall, and F1
for a topic is calculated as the mean of its articles, while for the
whole corpus it is calculated as the mean of the topic means.Fig. 5. Similarity matrixes for full-text articles and scattered plot anaprecisionðthÞ ¼ j relevant documentsf g \ fretrieved documentsgjjfretrieved documentsgj
ð5Þ
recallðthÞ ¼ j relevant documentsf g \ fretrieved documentsgjjfrelevant documentsgj ð6Þ
F1ðthÞ ¼ 2precision thð Þ  recallðthÞ
precision thð Þ þ recallðthÞ ð7Þ2.2.3. Similarity metrics based on full-text annotations
We used CMA to annotate the 62 full-text articles. Later, we
used those annotations to generate the document proﬁles; two sets
of document proﬁles were generated. The ﬁrst set of document
proﬁles comprised annotations only on title and abstract, just as
previous annotations on title were accounted for twice. The second
set contained annotations for the full-text; in this case, all terms,
whether in the title, abstract, or body, were accounted for once.
We used a scattered plot to analyze the differences between the
two approaches; such differences were also considered in the
selection of the best performing algorithm. This whole process is
summarized in Fig. 5.
3. Results
Here we present our results. Document proﬁles were generated
for stems and annotations on title-and-abstract for the test dataset,
i.e., 4240 articles, as well as for annotations on title-and-abstract
and full-text for the full-text test dataset, i.e., 62 articles. For the
similarity matrixes obtained by applying the analyzed similarity
algorithms on title-and-abstract, we present analyses based on
correlation, precision, recall, and F1 score. For the similarity
matrixes obtained from full-text articles, we present analyses
based on dispersion and common statistical values such as mean,
median, and standard deviation.
3.1. Document proﬁles
3.1.1. Proﬁles from title and abstract
We found a total of 13,157 stems and 17,487 semantic annota-
tions corresponding to UMLS concepts in titles and abstracts for
articles in our test dataset. For both stems and semantic annota-
tions, the termwith a highest coverage was ‘‘gene’’ – UMLS concept
C0017337; coverage here refers to the number of articles where
the term occurred. However, when working with stems, ‘‘gene’’
was found in about 56% of the articles while it was only found inlysis. The star is used to indicate a ﬁnal result from our method.
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Some other coincidences in terminology but with differences in the
article coverage are, for instance, ‘‘proteins’’ occurred in 49% of the
articles in stems and 26% in annotations, ‘‘cell’’ occurred in 47% in
stems and 33% in annotations, and ‘‘studi/study’’ occurred in 37% in
stems and 30% in annotations. These coverage discrepancies are
produced due to multi-word concepts including these words.
Some coincidences in both terminology and percentages are also
present, for instance ‘‘human/homo sapiens’’, occurring in 27% in
stems and 28% in annotations, or ‘‘role/social role’’, occurring 28%
in stems and 27% in annotations. We will analyze these results fur-
ther in Section 4. The coverage for stems and semantic annotations
can be found in Appendix B.
3.1.2. Proﬁles from full-text
For those articles with full content available and retrieved, a
total of 62, the differences between the proﬁles when annotating
only title-and-abstract versus full-text are wider. We found a total
of 1419 UMLS concepts only in title and abstracts while 6023 were
found when annotating the whole content. Only 12 concepts were
found in more than 20% of the articles for the title-and-abstract
case; many more were found for the full-text case – a total of
308 concepts. With a coverage above 50% of the articles, only
one concept was found for the title and abstracts while 22 were
found in the full content. In both cases, most common concepts
are UMLS-derived concepts (i.e., concepts that are mentioned but
not deﬁned in UMLS). The coverage for UMLS concepts in
title-and-abstract as well as full-text can be found in Appendix C.Fig. 6. Pearson’s correlation for the annotation-based similarity matrixes against PMR
corresponds to the correlation values. Means per algorithm are also provided.
Fig. 7. Pearson’s correlation for three of the eleven topics wi3.2. Analyses for document proﬁles obtained from title and abstract
3.2.1. Correlation analyses
PMRA-annotations was the similarity algorithm that correlated
best to PMRA-stems with a correlation mean of 0.91537. In Fig. 6,
we present the Pearson’s correlation results for the twenty similar-
ity matrixes analyzed; this correlation includes all topics in our
corpus. Correlation for BM25 can be split in two groups: a ﬁrst
group with correlations between averages of 0.03 and 0.06 corre-
sponding to b = 1.0, and a second group with correlations between
averages of 0.003 and 0.02 corresponding to b = 0.75. Cosine simi-
larity correlation average was 0.15, slightly higher than that of
BM25 but still much lower than that of PMRA.
Correlation varies from topic to topic, although PMRA-
annotations is consistently the best correlated metric regardless
of the topic. In order to illustrate how correlation varies, we pre-
sent three thumbnails in Fig. 7 corresponding to topic 117 with
653 articles providing information about the role of the gene
Apolipoprotein E (ApoE) in the disease Alzheimer’s Disease, topic
120 with 331 articles providing information on the role of the gene
nucleoside diphosphate kinase (NM23) in the process of tumor
progression, and topic 108 with 191 articles describing the proce-
dure or methods for identifying in vivo protein–protein interac-
tions in time and space in the living cell. While for some topics
BM25 and Cosine exhibit a high correlation, e.g., topic 117, for
others the correlation is poor, e.g., topic 108. Both global and
by-topic correlations are available at [33], where further instruc-
tions on how to use the visualization script can be found.A-stems. Axis X corresponds to the 4240 articles in the test dataset, while axis Y
th more than 100 relevant or partially relevant articles.
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Our initial analysis regarding precision aims to mimic the
related article search feature in PubMed. While reading a docu-
ment, PubMed interface presents on the right side the top ﬁve
related citations, i.e., articles, in PubMed. Therefore, we analyzed
the top ﬁve results for each article in the twenty similarity
matrixes plus the baseline similarity matrix, i.e. the precision at
ﬁve or P@5. The global precision per algorithm was obtained as
the mean of precisions across all articles for that algorithm; results
are presented in Fig. 8 where BM25 variations have been grouped
as they exhibited similar values.
We also analyzed P@N for those eleven topics with more than
100 relevant and partially relevant articles (from now on referred
to as selected topics; see Fig. 9). In all cases, BM25 family got the
highest precision for N between [5, T] where T is the total number
of relevant and partially relevant articles in the topic. Similar to
ﬁndings at a global level, PMRA-annotations surpassed PMRA-
stems while Cosine tendency was closer to BM25.
In order to assess which similarity metric performs best for high
similarity values, we carried on further analysis using thresholdsFig. 8. P@5, top ﬁve precision for the analyzed algorithms.
Fig. 9. P@N for three of the eleven topics with more
Fig. 10. Global precision, recall, andbetween [0.1,0.9] with incremental steps of 0.1. Such analyses
included precision, recall, and F1 score at a global level, i.e., com-
prising all topics, and for each selected topic; Fig. 10 presents
results at a global level. Global values for precision, recall, and F1
per similarity algorithm were obtained as the mean of all values
for the corresponding metric across all articles for that algorithm.
BM25 family displayed low precisions for thresholds below 0.2
but quickly increased for thresholds above 0.3, reaching values
between 0.8 and 1, i.e., 80% and 100%. PMRA-annotations and
PMRA-stems presented similar tendencies regarding each other,
displaying low precisions for thresholds below 0.5 with an
exponential-like increment for thresholds above 0.6. Cosine behav-
ior depicted a soft diagonal from 0.4; the higher the threshold, the
higher the precision.
The recall showed complementary tendencies for all cases.
BM25 family displayed a recall of 0.6 for the threshold 0.1, it
quickly decreased to 0.2 for thresholds above 0.2. It steadied at
0.1 for thresholds above 0.4. PMRA-stems and PMRA-annotations
curves looked almost the same; a recall between 0.9 and 1.0 was
displayed for thresholds between 0.1 and 0.3. The recall for
PMRA fell 1.5 points per threshold from 0.3 to 0.7, reaching the
lowest value of 0.1 for thresholds of 0.8 and 0.9. Cosine behavior
depicted a soft descending diagonal from 0.7 to 0.1 for thresholds
between 0.1 and 0.7; it then remained 0.1 for thresholds 0.8 and
0.9.
F1 combines precision and recall; thus, we focused on this
score, which was usually under 50% except for some TREC topics
such as topic 117 – proving information about the role of the gene
Apolipoprotein E (ApoE) in the disease Alzheimer’s Disease. BM25
family presented better F1 values for thresholds below 0.3, quicklythan 100 relevant or partially relevant articles.
F1 for thresholds from [0.1,0.9].
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tinuing to lower. The best F1 results for Cosine Similarity were
located for thresholds between 0.2 and 0.5. PMRA-annotations
and PMRA-stems exhibited similar tendencies, with the highest
F1 values for thresholds above 0.5. Both presented lower F1 values
for lower thresholds, softly increasing from 0.5 to 0.7 and then
softly slowing down; although such slowdownwas faster for topics
such as 117.
Results indicate that BM25 and Cosine are good metrics to
retrieve a few relevant documents – although not necessarily
similar to the query document, whereas PMRA-stems and
PMRA-annotations promote highly similar documents to the
query document. Somehow the metrics are complementary: if
the main interest is in diversity, BM25 and Cosine might be bet-
ter than PMRA; conversely, if the interest is in ﬁnding out highly
similar documents PMRA would be a better choice. In addition,
PMRA-annotations metric performs better than PMRA-stems in
all metrics. PMRA-stems and PMRA-annotations also exhibit bet-
ter recall than BM25 and Cosine; thus, PMRA has better cover-
age for relevant articles than the other two. PMRA also shows
a lower concentration of documents in the corresponding metric
space, as it occurs with BM25. Results also show that BM25 sim-
ilarity values are mainly concentrated around low values; see
Figs. 10 and 11.
We also calculated the conﬁdence intervals for precision and
recall for thresholds from [0.1,0.9]; we established a conﬁdence
level of 90%. With regard to the precision values, the conﬁdence
interval for PMRA-stems and PMRA-annotations increases from
the threshold 0.5, exhibiting a margin of error of about 0.1. The
Cosine has a lower margin of error on the edges, i.e., for low and
high thresholds. For the intermediate values the margin of error
is close to 0.08. BM25 exhibits the lowest margin of error, about
0.05. As for recall values, the margin of error decreases in all cases
to approximately 0.04. For PMRA-stems, PMRA-annotations, and
BM25, the margin of error is lower around the edges, while
for Cosine this is true only for the upper edge, i.e., higher
thresholds.Fig. 11. Conﬁdence intervals for precision a3.3. Analyses for document proﬁles obtained from full-text
3.3.1. Scattered plot analyses for full-text versus title-and-abstract
Regardless of the metric, PMRA, BM25, or Cosine, similarities
vary for title-and-abstract versus full-content based annotations.
However, based on our ﬁndings, it is not clear how they exactly dif-
fer one from another, i.e., whether or not the differences follow a
pattern or formula. PMRA presents more dispersion than BM25
and Cosine; nonetheless, for all of them, it was possible to ﬁnd arti-
cles for which the similarity was close between title-and-abstract
and full-content. In some cases, the similarity for full-content
was higher than that for title-and-abstract, but the opposite case
was also present. Fig. 12 shows the scattered plots for
PMID:12537560 ‘‘Bayesian analysis of gene expression levels: sta-
tistical quantiﬁcation of relative mRNA level across multiple
strains or treatments’’ [34]; similarities are calculated given an
interest in PMID:12049663 ‘‘Bayesian analysis of gene expression
levels: statistical quantiﬁcation of relative mRNA level across mul-
tiple strains or treatments’’ [35]. These two articles were randomly
selected; both of them belong to the same TREC topic whose infor-
mation need was deﬁned as ‘‘Describe the procedure or methods
for normalization procedures that are used for microarray data’’.
This TREC topic comprises 19 of the 62 full-text articles analyzed
and corresponds to the topic with more articles from the
full-text dataset. Both articles were published in the journal
Genome Biology in the same year – 2002, but in different volumes;
they do not cite each other. Scattered plots for all the 62 PMC-OA
analyzed articles are available at a GitHub repository [33], where
instructions on how to use the visualization script may also be
found.
Cosine shows the highest dispersion level, disregarding
whether the articles belong to the same topic or not. As previously
mentioned, BM25 metric shows a high concentration around low
similarity values. Regarding PMRA-annotations on full-text, the
articles belonging to a TREC topic different from the query article,
i.e., PMID:12049663 in our example, are usually clustered on val-
ues around 0.4. The similarity values for articles belonging to thend recall for thresholds from [0.1,0.9].
Fig. 12. Title-and-abstract versus full-text annotations for PMID:12537560 given an interest in PMID:12049663. Squares correspond to articles within the same TREC topic as
the selected article, while circles represent articles from any other topic.
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the diagonal but some other times are more dispersed.
PMRA-annotations method on full-text shows the best correlation
for articles within the same TREC topic. The tendencies described
in this paragraph apply for all the 62 full-text articles.
Furthermore, we calculated the mean, median, and standard
deviation for the similarities calculated on title-and-abstract as
well as on full-text for the considered algorithms; see Fig. 13. As
similarity values were similar for all the considered parameters
for BM25, we performed the analyses using the default parameter
settings (k = 1.2, b = 0.75). For all three algorithms, both mean and
median were close to each other suggesting a symmetric distribu-
tion. The standard deviation was between [0.10,0.25], suggestingvalues not too far away from the mean. PMRA-annotations and
Cosine similarity values exhibit a higher variation for
title-and-abstract versus full-text than BM25. In BM25 the mean
for title-and-abstract is quite similar to the mean for full-text.
Values calculated with PMRA-annotations are greater for
title-and-abstract than for full-text. The opposite happens for val-
ues calculated with Cosine, values for title-and-abstract are usually
above those for full-text.
4. Discussion
Citing articles is one of the most direct ways to interlink and
relate articles to one another [5]; articles sharing citations are
Fig. 13. Box-plots for mean, median, and standard deviation calculated for the similarity values according to title-and-abstract (blue) and full-text (green) for our full-text
test dataset, i.e., 62 articles. Box-plots show outliers, maximum, third quartile, median, ﬁrst quartile, and minimum values. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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text-based approaches such as tf-idf and LSA have also been used
to ﬁnd out how similar one article is to another [10]. Clustering
approaches have also been explored. For instance, Lewis et al.
[36] groups articles by using a keyword-based method; initial
results are ranked and ordered by a sentence-alignment algorithm.
In the same vein, McSyBi [37] groups articles according to a set of
topics gathered from information at title and abstract level.
Different from Lewis, McSyBi enables the use of MeSH terms or
UMLS semantic types in order to modify the clusters; thus, users
can analyze the data from different perspectives. Different from
the previously mentioned approaches, we are working with a
semantically annotated dataset in contrast to plain text articles.
Similar to McSyBi, we use UMLS concepts in order to calculate sim-
ilarity between articles.
Using semantic annotations in scientiﬁc publications opens up
wider possibilities. While working with our test dataset, we found
that for both stems and annotations, the term ‘‘gene’’ was the most
common in titles and abstracts; the stem ‘‘express’’ was found as
the fourth most common stem. The word ‘‘gene’’ is part of the
UMLs concept C0017262, i.e., ‘‘gene expression’’; therefore, while
all occurrences of ‘‘gene expression’’ in a text would have been
associated with two different stems ‘‘gene’’ and ‘‘express’’, when
working with annotations, ‘‘gene expression’’ would be considered
a single term. In the biomedical domain, ‘‘gene expression’’ results
are more signiﬁcant than those for ‘‘gene’’ and ‘‘expression’’ sepa-
rately. In fact, the word ‘‘expression’’ not related to genes may not
be interesting. Another interesting ﬁnding involves the stem ‘‘hu-
man’’ and the concept ‘‘homo sapiens’’. When dealing with annota-
tions, both expressions are associated with ‘‘homo sapiens’’, which
is not captured with stems.
The association between terms and articles using controlled
vocabularies instead of stems has been already explored [38–40].
In fact, the version of PMRA implemented in the PubMed reposi-
tory, used to identify the articles related to the one currently being
read, includes MeSH terms. Other efforts identifying conceptsassociated with controlled vocabularies in scientiﬁc publications
are the Resource Index [38] and Europe PubMed Central [39].
The Resource Index is an ontology-based index covering more than
twenty biomedical resources. Text contained in title and abstract is
annotated with concepts coined in ontologies; such annotation is
used to improve the search and retrieval. Europe PubMed Central
is based on PMC; however, it offers not only PubMed abstracts
but also full text articles, patent abstracts, clinical guidelines, and
biomedical research grants. It uses text-mining technologies, par-
ticularly Whatizit [40], in order to identify and highlight gene
names, organisms, and diseases in abstracts; searching by those
concepts is also possible. To our knowledge, the identiﬁed concepts
are not currently being used by either of these efforts in order to
ﬁnd related articles, nor are they applied to full-text collections.
In this manuscript, we have focused on similarity across
PubMed articles; such similarity has been studied before. PMRA
experimentation [11] deﬁnes the related document search prob-
lem as the retrieval of documents that a user may also want to
examine given a known interest to a certain document.
Documents of interest are similar in terms of topics or concepts;
in PMRA, concepts are word stems taken from the title and
abstract. Similar to PMRA experiments, we also use the
TREC-2005 Genomic Track test collection. While PMRA focuses
on document ranking, our concern is related to similarity metrics
with values between [0,1.0]. Thus, we transform PMRA ranking
metric into a similarity metric by normalizing the obtained rank
values; i.e., the ranking value between a document and itself turns
to a similarity value of 1.0 while the rest of the values are calcu-
lated by cross-multiplication.
Similar to PMRA experimentation, we analyze P@5; however,
the precision is applied to different datasets. In the experiments
reported at [11], BM25 with default parameter settings
(k = 1.2, b = 0.75) is used to retrieve related articles; then PMRA is
used to re-rank the top 100 documents. The precision is calculated
on the top 5 documents of those 100. In our experiments, we use
all the related and partially related articles from the TREC
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between any document pair in that TREC subset; i.e., our precision
calculation takes into account 4230 documents. Different from the
results reported at [11], our results show a better performance
regarding P@5 for BM25, independently of the parameter settings.
In addition to the difference between the datasets used to calculate
P@5, other differences could come from the method used to extract
the stems from titles and abstracts; however, this point is not clear
as the extraction of stems is not detailed by PMRA [11]. PMRA with
annotations, i.e., PMRA-annotations, shows an improvement for
P@5 regarding PMRA-stems; however, it is still about 30% lower
than BM25 and Cosine metrics.
PMRA, BM25, LSA, self-organizing mapping, and topic modeling
have been analyzed and compared over a set of two million
biomedical publications in [10]. In this study, the authors use the
ordered list of related articles provided by PubMed and normalized
the results to a similarity value between [0,1.0] by assigning a
value of 1.0 to the ﬁrst on the list, 0.98 to the second one, 0.96 to
the third one, and so on; that is how PMRA similarity values are
calculated. In contrast to this work, we use the PMRA formula as
originally deﬁned at [11]. Moreover, we do not aim at massively
clustering documents with these metrics, but at analyzing their
behavior over the TREC topics. Clusters in [10] are based on the
grant-to-articles linkages indexed in MEDLINE reporter, which is
based on a previous study of the authors [41]. Boyack and col-
leagues found that PMRA and BM25 applied to title-and-abstract
had the highest precisions; precisions for PMRA were slightly
higher than those for BM25. Using TREC topics as pre-deﬁned clus-
ters for our test collection. We found that precisions calculated for
BM25 and Cosine were much higher than those calculated for
PMRA-stems and PMRA annotations methods. The maximum F1
for Boyack’s clusters was found around a recall of 0.6. In our case
F1 showed two tendencies, (i) a maximum value for recalls around
0.6 for BM25 and Cosine, and (ii) a maximum F1 value for recalls
around 0.3 for PMRA-stems and PMRA-annotations. A fair compar-
ison between the two studies is hard to achieve as we do not cal-
culate clusters, and, even using TREC topics as clusters, articles are
grouped based on different criteria.
In addition to P@5, we also analyzed precision and recall for
thresholds from [0.1,0.9]. Taking into account solely the precision,
BM25 and Cosine perform better than PMRA-stems and
PMRA-annotations; however, PMRA-annotations performs better
than PMRA-stems. The picture changed when involving the recall.
The F1 score gives us a combined picture of these two values.
When looking for similar articles, users are more interested in
those with the higher similarity values. PubMed can return more
than 100 related articles, but unless a crawler is used, human users
will mainly focus on the top results; in fact, PubMed initially dis-
plays only the top 5. Therefore, we are more interested in those
similarity metrics that perform better for higher similarity values.
F1 score shows that both PMRA-stems and PMRA-annotations per-
form better than BM25 and Cosine for similarities above a thresh-
old of 0.6.
Similar to other authors [42,43], we are interested in informa-
tion extraction from full-text documents. Thus, beyond global
and topic-based analysis, we also explored differences between
title-and-abstract and full-text based similarities. Shah and col-
leagues [42] analyze full-text articles in order to determine where
the keywords are. Their ﬁndings show that abstracts contain the
best ratio of keywords per total words; however, the consideration
of other sections is valuable in order to go deeper into biologically
relevant data. Additional sections can contribute keywords not
present in the abstract as the distribution along the narrative is
heterogeneous. In fact, other sections contribute with much more
relevant information regarding, for instance, gene names, anatom-
ical terms, and organism names. Although we have not considereddifferences across sections, like Shah and colleagues, we have
found that the information provided by the narrative beyond title
and abstract does have an impact on further analysis.
With a different purpose, uncovering potential duplicate cita-
tions, Sun and colleagues [44] have also explored similarity for
full-text articles. Different from the present work, similarity was
measured in terms of words rather than stems or concepts found
in the text. The text similarity algorithm eTBLAST was used.
Findings show that articles that are highly similar based on words
found in the abstract are likely to be highly similar based on words
found in the full-text as well. Their experiments exhibited a high
sensitivity (99%), i.e., recall, and a low speciﬁcity (20%). However,
in order to truly uncover duplications, a comprehensive analysis
of the full text is still necessary. Similarly, we have found that
when using PMRA-annotations, similarity values could be alike
regardless of using title-and-abstract or full-text, but they could
also be different. The scattered plot analyses show that for about
50% of the 62 full-text articles, the similarity values based on
title-and-abstract are close to 0 while they are above 0.5 when
based on full-text.
In a previous work [43], we had already explored relations
across full-text articles. Eleven articles randomly selected from a
Biotea repository were analyzed regarding MeSH and UMLS con-
cepts found along their full content. Biotea [45] provides MeSH
annotations, among others, for articles in PMC-OA; annotations
in Biotea are delivered as statements following the model proposed
by the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [46]. The CMA anno-
tator [31] was used in order to extract UMLS concepts. Our ﬁndings
then showed that it is possible to ﬁnd connections between articles
beyond those reported as related articles in PubMed; however,
new connections were only found for those articles without
MeSH terms reported in PubMed. This current work is a step for-
ward; not only have we worked with a wider collection, but we
have also reached a better understanding of full-text based annota-
tions and their impact on similarity between articles.
Similarity values calculated with PMRA-annotations ﬂuctuate
between [0.4,0.7] for concepts in title-and-abstract and between
[0.1,0.7] for concepts in full-text. Similarity values based on
title-and-abstract are consistently greater than those based on
full-text. The difference ﬂuctuates around 0.3. Thus, an article with
a similarity value of 0.9 based on title-and-abstract could report a
similarity value of 0.6 based on full-text. Similarity values calcu-
lated with the Cosine metric show greater variation range, from
ca. 0 to 0.7 either based on title-and-abstract or full-text. Unlike
PMRA-annotations, the values for title-and-abstract are usually
greater than those for full-text. Variations might be signiﬁcant
for knowledge retrieval and knowledge discovery. For instance, in
the biomedical domain, it has been reported that more linked data,
associated with controlled vocabularies, could lead to the identiﬁ-
cation of novel associations [47], such as pathways associated with
a particular disease or drug or the evaluation of hypotheses against
experimental data [48].
Based on our results, we ﬁnd that PMRA-annotations is the
algorithm that best adjusts to the UMLS based on annotations.
The PMRA-annotations present the best correlation to
PMRA-stems independently of the TREC topic. The F1 score for
PMRA-annotations consistently increases as the similarity values
do; therefore, PMRA-annotations metric works better than BM25
and Cosine for high similarity values. In addition to analyses car-
ried over the whole test dataset collection, i.e., 4240 articles, we
also performed analyses at a TREC topic level. Once again,
PMRA-annotations shows the highest correlations while BM25
and Cosine show more variability depending on the topic. The
PMRA-annotations are consistent for F1 scores at TREC topic level.
PMRA-annotations metric also presents a signiﬁcant variation
between title-and-abstract versus full-text based similarities;
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ities on low values as BM25. PMRA-annotations based on full-text
also exhibits a better correlation for articles within the same TREC
topic than Cosine or BM25. As mentioned before, full-text analysis
opens up further analysis.
Finally, we have identiﬁed some limitations of our approach.
We have worked with a well-known collection of articles,
TREC-2005. This collection is restricted to Genomics; thus, it is
unknown whether the study results are broadly generalizable.
However, due to the detailed description that we have included
for the method we followed, it should be possible to reproduce
the experiment with a different corpus. The lack of manually
curated corpora in the biomedical domain, including a signiﬁcant
number of full-text articles, makes it difﬁcult to evaluate the valid-
ity of similarity metrics. Also, PMRA has been tested within the
scope of PubMed; it is not well understood how this metric could
behave for articles in other domains. The use of an annotator such
as CMA also imposes some constrains; different results might be
obtained with other annotators such as Whatizit and the NCBO
Annotator. By the same token, results would likely vary if a vocab-
ulary different from UMLS is used. In addition, getting full-text
could be challenging, and processing it is computationally expen-
sive. However, within the digital publication, the importance of
processing full-text has already been acknowledged. For instance,
Europe PubMed Central offers an advance search feature enabling
users to specify a section type. The exceptions to copyright in the
United Kingdom for research purposes [49] also illustrate the value
of full content. These exceptions allow researchers to copy mate-
rial, e.g., from scientiﬁc publications, without infringing the copy-
right; such material can then be processed by text and data
mining tools.5. Conclusions and future work
We have presented a benchmark on different similarity metrics
applied to scientiﬁc articles. Such metrics have been applied to
stems and concepts found either in title and abstract or the full
content. We have worked with the TREC-05 Genomics track test
collection where articles have been manually grouped regarding
relevance judgments. We narrowed the collection to only relevant
and partially relevant articles for all 50 relevance judgments. Our
baseline consisted of the similarity for such articles according to
a normalized version of the PMRA algorithm as reported in the lit-
erature [11].
Similar to previous works [10,11], our ﬁndings show that PMRA
is the similarity metric that performs best for PubMed articles, not
only when applied to stems or words but also when applied to
semantic annotations – particularly UMLS-based annotations.
Our results show that depending on the aim, e.g., similarity, cover-
age, or diversity, different metrics could be needed. Furthermore, a
better integration of BM25, Cosine and PMRA might be useful. In
the past, an integration between BM25 and PMRA has already been
studied [11]. There, PMRA was used to re-rank articles for which
BM25 has been already applied.
Using semantic annotations is a step forward when it comes
to similarity between articles. Stems are simpler and straightfor-
ward but an in-depth analysis requires the precision provided by
controlled vocabularies. When working with annotations, PMRA
shows a high precision for high similarity values, i.e., those
corresponding to the top articles in the PubMed related articles
list. Thus, rather than calculating similarities from scratch, it
would be possible to take the PubMed related articles list
and enrich it with concept-based connections by applying
PMRA-annotations metric. Our future work will go in that
direction.Additionally, similarity values based on terms found solely in
title-and-abstract versus those found in full-text vary regardless
the similarity metric used; a more signiﬁcant variation was found
for Cosine and PMRA-annotations. The exact nature, i.e., dispersion
formula, of such variation is beyond the scope of this article; how-
ever, our ﬁndings show that there is indeed a signiﬁcant difference.
Although working with full-text articles consumes more resources,
having concepts identiﬁed along the whole article opens up new
and interesting possibilities. For instance, it becomes possible to
analyze the similarity between a pair of documents from different
perspectives such us how similar they are regarding a particular
UMLS group or a particular section. We intend to use PMRA based
on annotations for full-text articles in order to better understand
the liaison between articles. We will focus on semantically linking
articles within PMC-OA. By doing so, we aim at the long-term goal
to contribute to recommendation systems.
A concept-based approach also makes it possible to explore and
analyze documents from a semantic perspective. Concepts are
related, and relations range from the common ones, e.g., is-a and
part-of, to the more complex and domain speciﬁc ones, e.g.,
transcripts-to or inhibits. These relations could then be harnessed
so that ancestors are included in the similarity metric. For instance,
a concept A, not explicitly present in the text, could be taken into
account for the similarity score if a descendant concept D is found
in the text. The tf-idf of A could be smoothed in order to reduce the
impact of this ancestor expansion. Special attention should be paid
to ancestors originally present in the text as well as to generic con-
cepts. Such concepts could introduce noise to the similarity score.
Our preliminary work in this regard, not discussed in this manu-
script, shows that including ancestors does not have a signiﬁcant
impact in the ﬁnal similarity score.
Another issue to be studied is the weighting schema for
multi-word annotations. This subject has been reported in the lit-
erature by multiple authors, e.g., Damerau [50], Frantzi et al. [51],
and Deane [52]; a comparative evaluation on term recognition
algorithms can be found at [53]. Part of-speech tagging and
weighting schemas for multi-word terms could improve the iden-
tiﬁcation of chunk boundaries such as noun phrases in CMA; thus it
could also improve the coverage of concepts associated to
multi-word terms.
Finally, approaches such as the one presented in this manu-
script could beneﬁt from corpora that include a signiﬁcant number
of full-text articles. To date, PMC-OA provides about 1 million arti-
cles, i.e., less than 5% of the 24 million provided by PubMed and
about 30% of the 3.5 million provided by PubMed Central. The
use of test collections such as TREC-2005 is a common approach
used in Information Retrieval; manually curated collections are
usually preferred as gold standards. From 4240 relevant and par-
tially relevant articles in TREC-2005, only 62, i.e., less than 2%, cor-
respond to full-text articles freely available in PMC-OA. The
generation of manually curated corpora including full-text remains
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Appendix A. TREC05 topics
The following table, Table A.1, presents a summary of the
TREC05 topics.Table A.1
Information needs in TREC-05 Genomics track with more than 100 relevant and partially re
web services. Topic numbers are taken from the TREC collection while the number of article
the last column is not a sum of the 4th and 5th columns as it was not possible to retrieve
Topic
code
Description
117 Role of the gene Apolipoprotein E (ApoE) in the disease Alzheimer’s Disease
146 Mutations of hypocretin receptor 2 and its/their role in narcolepsy
114 Role of the gene APC (adenomatous polyposis coli) in the disease Colon Can
120 Role of the gene nucleoside diphosphate kinase (NM23) in the process of tu
126 Role of the gene P53 in the process of apoptosis
142 Sonic hedgehog mutations and its/their role in developmental disorders
108 Procedure or methods for identifying in vivo protein–protein interactions in
and space in the living cell
107 Procedure or methods for normalization procedures that are used for microa
111 Role of the gene PRNP in the disease Mad Cow Disease
109 Procedure or methods for ﬂuorogenic 5’-nuclease assay
106 Procedure or methods for chromatin IP (Immuno Precipitations) to isolate p
are bound to DNA in order to precipitate the proteins out of the DNA
Table B.2
Article coverage for stems found in title-and-abstract for articles within the full-text test d
available they are indicated as [. . .]. Intervals where no concept was found are omitted. N
Stems
Gene
Protein/cell
Express
Not/result/studi/diseas/suggest
Associ/mutant
Activ/role/human/develop/increas/factor/function
Alzheim/two/differ/type/specif/famili/effect/patient/level/analysi [. . .]
Involv/induc/data/cancer/indic/report/dna/demonstr/allel/beta [. . .]
Signiﬁc/apolipoprotein/apo/receptor/mediat/more/process/mutant/transcript/examin
Chang/test/progress/reveal/presenilin/reduc/site/presenc/time/cellular [. . .]
Part//approxim/four/essenti/us/damag/sever/reaction/togeth/transgen [. . .]
Table B.2
Article coverage for UMLS concepts found in title-and-abstract for articles within the title-a
more terms are available they are indicated as [. . .]. No concepts exhibited a coverage abo
UMLS concepts
Genes
Gene Expression/Cells/Experimental Result/Study
Homo sapiens/Social Role/Mutation/Proteins
Alzheimer’s Disease/Increase/Relationships/suggestion/Patients/Induce (action)
Levels (qualiﬁer value)/physiological aspects/human data/Effect/High/Family/Entity D
value/Alleles/Biologic Development [. . .]
NOS activity (molecular function)/APOE gene/Mutant/Mediate/Apolipoprotein E/Signiﬁ
E measurement (procedure)/Container status – Identiﬁed [. . .]
Age/Disease Response/Familial/Add – instruction imperative/presence/Numbers/Biolo
Line/Genotype [. . .]
Biological/DICOM Derivation/Derivation/Derived value/Evaluation/Protein Overexpres
part/Hereditary/Cessation of life [. . .]Appendix B. Coverage for proﬁles from title and abstract
The coverage for stems is shown in Table B.1 while the coverage
for semantic annotations is shown in Table B.2.Appendix C. Coverage for proﬁles from full text
In Table C.1, we show the coverage for concepts found in
title-and-abstract while in Table C.2 we show concepts found
in full-text for the 62 articles comprising our full-text test
dataset.levant articles with available information for title and abstract using the NCBI’s e-Utils
s corresponds to those retrieved from NCBI’s e-Utilsweb services. Please be aware that
title and abstract for all articles in TREC-2005.
Non-
relevant
articles
Partially
relevant
articles
Relevant
articles
Relevant and partially
relevant articles with
data for title and abstract
385 182 527 653
388 67 370 421
cer 375 169 210 346
mor progression 182 122 223 331
1013 117 190 307
257 120 151 263
time 889 127 76 191
rray data 294 114 76 189
473 93 109 185
210 14 165 175
roteins that 1061 125 44 158
ataset. Only the ﬁrst 10 stems for each interval are shown, whenever more terms are
o concept exhibited a coverage above 60%; thus, such intervals are omitted.
Number of stems (total = 13157) Article coverage
1 [55%, 60%)
2 [45%, 50%)
1 [40%, 45%)
5 [35%, 40%)
2 [30%, 35%)
7 [25%, 30%)
12 [20%, 25%)
28 [15%, 20%)
[. . .] 72 [10%, 15%)
170 [5%, 10%)
12,857 [0%, 5%)
nd-abstract test dataset. Only the ﬁrst 10 terms for each interval are shown, whenever
ve 40%; thus, such intervals are omitted.
Number of concepts
(total = 17487)
Article
coverage
1 [35%, 40%)
4 [30%, 35%)
4 [25%, 30%)
6 [20%, 25%)
eterminer – speciﬁc/Speciﬁc qualiﬁer 15 [15%, 20%)
cant/Most/Observed/Apolipoproteins 48 [10%, 15%)
gical Assay/Anabolism/Cultured Cell 152 [5%, 10%)
sion/Encode (action)/Role Class – 17,257 [0%, 5%)
Table C.1
Article coverage for UMLS concepts found in title-and-abstract for articles within the full-text test dataset. Only the ﬁrst 10 terms for each interval are shown, whenever more
terms are available they are indicated as [. . .]. Intervals where no concept was found are omitted. No concept exhibited a coverage above 45%; thus, such intervals are omitted.
UMLS concepts Number of concepts
(total = 1385)
Article
coverage
Gene Expression 1 [40%, 45%)
Cells/Proteins/human data 3 [35%, 40%)
Genes/Social role/experimental results 3 [30%, 35%)
Study/Levels (qualiﬁer value)/suggestion/increase/physiological aspects 5 [20%, 25%)
Induce (action)/Microarray/Homo sapiens/Mutation/Complex/complex (molecular entity)/Relationships/High/Biological
Models/investigates [. . .]
15 [15%, 20%)
Antigen-Presenting Cells/Mechanism (attribute)/Direct (qualiﬁer)/Report (document)/Microtubules/Drug Interactions/
CTNNB1 gene/beta catenin/NOS activity (molecular function)/Array [. . .]
34 [10%, 15%)
Normalize/Patients/Epithelial cell count (procedure)/Type:Finding:Point in time:Form:Nominal/dynamic/research study/
Packaging Case/expression level/Biochemical Pathway/Anabolism [. . .]
115 [5%, 10%)
PSEN1 gene/Presenilin-1/Signal Transduction/Fragment/Presenilins/Genotype/Staining method/Breast Carcinoma/regulation
of nitric-oxide synthase activity/Gene Deletion Abnormality/Colon structure (body structure) [. . .]
1209 [0%, 5%)
Table C.2
Article coverage for UMLS concepts found in full-text for articles within the full-text test dataset. Only the ﬁrst 10 terms for each interval are shown, whenever more terms are
available they are indicated as [. . .] Intervals where no concept was found are omitted. No concept exhibited a coverage above 95%; thus, such intervals are omitted.
UMLS concepts Number of concepts
(total = 5979)
Article
coverage
Gene Expression 1 [90%, 95%)
Research study/genes/specimen/human data 4 [70%, 75%)
Cells/Proteins/Patient observation/Detected (ﬁnding)/Mental concentration 5 [60%, 65%)
Generation (action)/Comparison/Analysis 3 [55%, 60%)
Tracer/Figs – dietary/Induce (action)/biology (ﬁeld)/expression level/Mus/Mutant/Binding (Molecular Function) 8 [50%, 55%)
Mutation/Incubated/Wild Type/Wild Type Unspeciﬁed – zebraﬁsh/Minute of time/Antibodies/Immunoglobulins/Drug
Interactions/vision table/Intensity [. . .]
15 [45%, 50%)
In vivo/Transcription, Genetic/Cultured Cell Line/Affect (mental function)/Body tissue/Assessed/Staining method/Correlation/
Binding action/in vitro [. . .]
22 [40%, 45%)
Experimental Result/Tissue membrane/Fragment/metaplastic cell transformation/Science of Statistics/Human body/
Regulation of biological process/Folded structure/Chemical Probe/Washed [. . .]
23 [35%, 40%)
Molecule/Localized/Manual reduction/Fluorescence/Total/Purifying/reﬂecting/Parameter Value/Population Parameter/
Neoplasms [. . .]
36 [30%, 35%)
Packaging Case/Most/Large/Synthesis/Overlap/Conjugated/tri-(deoxyguanylic acid-deoxycytidylic acid)/Similarity/Activation
action/Biologic Development [. . .]
65 [25%, 30%)
Cell type/Research Activities/research/Groups/Social group/Specialty Group/Role Code – Group/Primary malignant neoplasm/
Family history of cancer/Patients/Family [. . .]
127 [20%, 25%)
Investigational/What subject ﬁlter – Order/Order [PK]/Order (document)/Risk Codes – Biological/size/Phase/Embryo/
sporadic/Biological Processes [. . .]
218 [15%, 20%)
Potential/Disease Progression/Variable (uniformity)/Malignant neoplasm of large intestine/COLON CANCER (allelic variant)/
Alleles/Drosophila < fruit ﬂy, subgenus>/cisplatin/ifosfamide/inactivation [. . .]
359 [10%, 15%)
Immunohistochemical/Neoplastic Cell/Deterioration of status/Ectopic (qualiﬁer value)/Personnel Turnover/Dominant-
Negative Mutation/Tissue Adhesions/Disc – Body Part/Disk Device Component/Manifest [. . .]
732 [5%, 10%)
Conﬂict (Psychology)/Event/Tissue Dissection/Moderation/Mutant Proteins/Binding Activity [MoA]/Dorsal/Genetic Screening
(procedure)/Growth Factor/Abnormal degeneration [. . .]
4361 [0%, 5%)
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